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            	                    [image: Jesus & Justice contributor @@lesswastelaura was featured in the @The Inverness Courier (along with a plug for the book). Thanks for sharing, John Dempster!][image: Jesus & Justice contributor @@lesswastelaura was featured in the @The Inverness Courier (along with a plug for the book). Thanks for sharing, John Dempster!]
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            	                    [image: We're thrilled to be joining our friends 𝐒hαne 𝐂𝐥𝐚𝐢𝐛𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞 and Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove at Red Letter Christians USA for "morning" prayer on March 1st. [NOTE: If you're joining us live from the UK, it's 2pm local time.] We'll be highlighting some stories of Jesus & Justice from our newly released book, as well as sharing a time of prayer and reflection together. Joining info here: https://www.facebook.com/events/952068536335490][image: We're thrilled to be joining our friends 𝐒hαne 𝐂𝐥𝐚𝐢𝐛𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞 and Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove at Red Letter Christians USA for "morning" prayer on March 1st. [NOTE: If you're joining us live from the UK, it's 2pm local time.] We'll be highlighting some stories of Jesus & Justice from our newly released book, as well as sharing a time of prayer and reflection together. Joining info here: https://www.facebook.com/events/952068536335490]

        
    



    
        
            Latest newsletter: How to order Jesus & Justice (a
            	                    [image: Latest newsletter: How to order Jesus & Justice (available now!), information if you've received a misprinted cover from Amazon, and attend our book launch this Thursday: https://mailchi.mp/8dbae597b33c/julyfollowup-17632313][image: Latest newsletter: How to order Jesus & Justice (available now!), information if you've received a misprinted cover from Amazon, and attend our book launch this Thursday: https://mailchi.mp/8dbae597b33c/julyfollowup-17632313]

        
    



    
        
            Today's Guardian features the story of Mandy Ogunm
            	                    [image: Today's Guardian features the story of Mandy Ogunmokun, who shares her story in RLC UK's new book Jesus & Justice. Mandy's own history of sex work, prison and addiction informs how Jesus has strengthened her to help other women: '“I didn’t want to be put in a box in the church because I’ve been put in a box my whole life,” she says. “But the fact that Jesus was spat upon, despised and rejected was something I could identify with. I had to keep going.”' https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2024/jan/31/i-was-an-addict-prisoner-sex-worker-i-saved-myself][image: Today's Guardian features the story of Mandy Ogunmokun, who shares her story in RLC UK's new book Jesus & Justice. Mandy's own history of sex work, prison and addiction informs how Jesus has strengthened her to help other women: '“I didn’t want to be put in a box in the church because I’ve been put in a box my whole life,” she says. “But the fact that Jesus was spat upon, despised and rejected was something I could identify with. I had to keep going.”' https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2024/jan/31/i-was-an-addict-prisoner-sex-worker-i-saved-myself]
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            	                    [image: As part of our upcoming book, "Jesus & Justice," we are releasing a series of video conversations with leading activists and practitioners in different domains of social engagement. These are longer versions of the edited dialogues in the book text, and are available at our website. They are great as a conversation starter for book groups. This is a dialogue between Tim Evans, Steven Timms, and Sally Mann, on the topic of justice and young people. The book releases February 14th: https://redletterchristians.org.uk/justice-and-young-people/][image: As part of our upcoming book, "Jesus & Justice," we are releasing a series of video conversations with leading activists and practitioners in different domains of social engagement. These are longer versions of the edited dialogues in the book text, and are available at our website. They are great as a conversation starter for book groups. This is a dialogue between Tim Evans, Steven Timms, and Sally Mann, on the topic of justice and young people. The book releases February 14th: https://redletterchristians.org.uk/justice-and-young-people/]
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            	                    [image: Palestinian Christians call us to Learn, Lament & Act: https://mailchi.mp/852cf8da7449/julyfollowup-17586945][image: Palestinian Christians call us to Learn, Lament & Act: https://mailchi.mp/852cf8da7449/julyfollowup-17586945]
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                        Walk for Peace in Gaza & Israel Maundy Thursday, London 28 March 6am (or join midway)
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                        Photos from Stories of Jesus & Justice, London (15 Feb at Oasis Waterloo)
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                        Listening to Palestinian Christians: Recorded conversation with Dr Jack Sara, Principal of Bethlehem Bible College, West Bank
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